92 toyota pickup engine

David Hobbs helped make these videos. A check engine light can indicate a broad spectrum of
problems with your Toyota Pickup. In some cases you need to pull over immediately to prevent
damage while in others you merely need to tighten you gas cap next time you stop in order to
reset the service engine soon light. The video above shows how to locate the on board
diagnostics OBD plug on your Pickup, how to read the trouble codes and how to reset or clear
the check engine light using a scanner on your Pickup. Intermittent Check Engine Light: If the
check engine light on your Pickup is intermittent, try to take note of the conditions when this
happens. For example, does it happen when you accelerating, driving on the highway or does it
appear at low speeds? This will help your mechanic evaluate the issue. Steady Check Engine
Light: If your check engine light is on every time you operate your Pickup, you need to have it
checked as soon as possible, especially if you notice performance problems or unusual noises.
Flashing Check Engine Light: If your check engine light is flashing, stop driving your Pickup
and have it towed to your nearest mechanic - you probably have a very serious problem with
your car and you risk ruining your engine by driving it. If you are unsure about what your
diagnostic trouble codes mean; have your Pickup diagnosed by a professional automotive
technician. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. One of the easiest fluids to top off - learn how to open the hood and where the
reservoir is on your car. On many cars, the high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the
day - check 'em and change 'em! Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs
to be replaced. This video shows you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. How to
seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the
right sealant - see how to do this. Add washer fluid. Replace brights. Plug minor coolant leaks.
See all videos for the Nissan Pickup. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't
have everything My 92 Toyota pickup 22re engine has developed a bad surging idle issue when
the engine is warm. I also checked a port beside the thermostat to see it is was clean as per a
youtube video posted by an owner who claimed that resolved his problem. Nothing helped. The
weird thing is that I have taken to two different mechanics and it worked fine until I drove it off
the lot. It is a real pain. Any help is greatly appreciated. Chris answered 6 years ago. Also, you
may want a shop to check your ignition system for proper functioning, sometimes pickup coils
in or around the distributor get hot and malfunction. If I let off the brake the idle returns to
"normal", although it seems a bit high? You may have stumbled upon the answer yourself,
remember when applying power brakes, engine vacuum is used to help the brake booster, that
really large circular thing behind the master cylinder for the brakes, so it is possible that the
brake booster is bad, it happens with high mileage vehicles, check with a brake shop, usually
they offer free inspections. I've turned the idle down as low as possible via idle screw when the
engine is warm, but it still seems to be running high. I had front brake pads replaced last month,
but they say the idle was fine. I don't think they did much road time with it though because they
claim they couldn't duplicate the idle loping. I appreciate the feedback. Push brake pedal 4
times with engine off, make sure there is no change in pedal reserve distance, depress pedal
again, start engine, if pedal goes down slightly its ok. Then, start engine for 2 minutes, push
brake pedal 4 times slowly, if pedal goes down farther the first time but rises after the 2nd or 3rd
time it is air tight. Lastly, push brake pedal while engine running, then stop engine with pedal
still depressed for 30 seconds, if there is no change in pedal reserve travel, the booster is all
well, and air tight. Of course check the large vacuum line to booster, all vacuum lines should be
tight on their connections, sometimes you can cut off a small section and reattach if there is
enough hose. Hope this works. Reelin68 answered 6 years ago. If you find that your brake
booster and vac lines are good, try cleaning or replacing your IAC valve yourself. The shops
idea of "Cleaning" could be just spraying some carb clean into your throttle body. Sometimes
that will do the trick, but if it is severely built up with carbon, you will actually have to tear it
down. I'll keep that in mind. I have to get it resolved soon, though. I really think this seems like
more of a vacuum situation, but if all else fails, I will have a friend help with this iac valve
cleaning. I will have to call and see if they remember what they did and didn't do. With any luck
it's just a simple vacuum leak like skipatrol suggested I wish there was a way to test for vacuum
leaks that an "auto deficient" person like myself could do. Willwoff, did some research and this
is what one guy said who was having your exact problem: The reason it will surge is because

you are letting un-metered air into the intake and when you apply the brakes it requires vacuum
for the booster, adds more fuel then realizes this is too much fuel, cuts injectors then levels out
again Bet it wont surge anymore! They are activated by coolant temp to open and close for
quicker warm up. When they stick then you get this surging up to RPM or so then a rapid drop
in RPM's and the cycle continues as long as you are on the brake pedal! In other words it's the
IAC that's bad. I sort of understood the part about the brake booster effect although yours was
more precise and accurate , but I am also wondering about why would it happen only when
warm as opposed to when the engine was cold? Since this only happens when warm and when
brake is applied, are you saying to take the IAC valve off when engine is warm, then block
throttle body? I appreciate the explanations. I'm one of those people who likes to know why
because it helps me understand the situation and I feel I can think it out better. Willwoff, the
explanation I found wasn't from my personal experience. I found it on a Toyota forum. I think
what the guy was saying is that as the truck gets warmer, the IAC opens and closes to meter in
more air as needed. What he is saying is the metering device within the IAC is stuck open. This
is allowing too much air into the throttle body causing the extreme high idle. If you re-watch the
video I sent you earlier, you will see the part that gets stuck open or closed due to carbon build
up. As for removing the IAC and covering the hole, I think that would restrict the amount of air
into the system, which would eliminate the surge upon warm up. I can't even find the IACV
either looking under the hood, or in my manual. I've been reading forums for almost a month,
and everyone has a different suggestion, and answer, and they all swear it is the answer. I cant
even locate the damn thing iacv. Hope the above link helps. If you ever do get to the bottom of it
all, post back with the solution. Will be interesting to know Ok, I spent most of today trying to
come up with something regarding this loping idle. After getting the engine warm and having
the loping start when touching the brake, I tried to look and see if I could find a leak while the
engine was running. I saw that the rubber hose covering to my PCV valve was loose and made
sure that was tight, but it still loped. Then, I checked the front PCV hose the one that runs from
the valve cover to the throttle body and when I removed one end of it, the engine idle dropped
and went back to normal! So, I got in the truck, depressed the brake, and no lope! Weird, huh? I
then noticed a small crack at the very base of that hose, so I will change it out tomorrow and
see if that is the issue, because I obviously can't just leave it off. But, it seems to me that this
port actually is an emission port and the hose flows air into the throttle bottle right beside the
throttle position sensor. In the photo, I've disconnected the TPS so ignore that. I've no idea why
a leak in the hose would cause a lope, yet having the hose completely removed would resolve it.
Any ideas on this? Could this be an accidental way of checking my IACV? I still can't find it, and
I took the truck to the mechanic who I thought had told me he cleaned it I'll include a photo and
would love to hear feedback! Nice discovery! I thought you may have a plugged PCV but I don't
see one. It looks like it just sucks the vapors straight out of the top. Check out this video. Same
engine as you, and same problem. Very easy fix. It may really be of help to you to get a Haynes
Service manual napa auto parts and a hand vacuum pump. With this tool, checking hoses for
leaks is very easy. The valve probably cleaned may have been the EGR vacuum modulator
valve, a common cause of problems in Toyotas, they get carbon fouled. EGR valves go bad as
well, and do not function until engine is warm. With a vacuum pump, you can connect to EGR
hose, and when vacuum is applied, engine should run rough or die, even when cold. If you are
experiencing poor fuel economy poor acceleration, or hesitates under acceleration, the EGR
valve may not be shutting off. Either way, you really need to check all vacuum lines, as you
found even the slightest crack can make a difference. Hope this helps. Between all of us we
WILL figure this out. I could swear the mechanic told me he had cleaned the iacv, and even
mentioned someone had "been in there before", but when I went to the shop yesterday and
asked him if he just cleaned it or took it apart, he looked confused. Big difference, but maybe it
was my error. I just got a Haynes repair manual recently, so that's a good thing. Is this vacuum
pump what you are speaking of in this link? As for your engine the reason no one can find the
iacv is that your engine has none, look in your manual under emission controls for later EFI
engines to help you out. I'll check out the pic soon. This is getting very muddy. I probably need
to take this to someone who can put it on a diagnostic machine. I spoke to a mechanic who
says I may have a bad master cylinder AND a brake booster. I will have to either have it towed or
take a risky drive to the shop, which isn't open until Tuesday. I will post my results if I ever get
the idle issue resolved, but the brake issue obviously comes first. I kind of doubt if the booster
is the issue, although I almost wish it was so I could solve two issues with one answer, but
brake boosters are supposed to ASSIST the brake pedal. Try bleeding the brakes to get rid of
air. A little air is ok, but a lot is not ok. If the brake fluid is blackened before bleeding, then the
master cylinder is suspect, bits of rubber from the cylinder may be deteriorating, causing the
black fluid. Repeat whole brake test again after bleeding. I had the truck towed to a repair shop.

It definitely felt like air in the system, but the fluid level was high. Maybe a bit dark though.
Won't really even stop anymore. Anyway, I will post back and see if they can resolve all the
issues. Been a good truck since I bought her new in '92 and with still under 60k original miles,
so she may need a bit of care. I guess it has been coming on for a while because I've noticed
the brake going to the floor now and then, but it totally went finally. Good news is that it has
been replaced and brakes are back. Bad news is that idle issue is still there. Ok, so I discovered
that if I disconnect the emission hose going to the throttle bottle as I posted earlier with the
photo OR disconnect the throttle position sensor, the issue goes away. So, I tried to test the
TPS this morning with a multimeter. I couldn't get ANY reading from any of the 3 prongs on the
meter. When I tested the connector directly when it was unconnected , I got a reading of 5. I am
not expert in any of this, but I think I used the meter correctly. So, I will explore this further.
Check for any new codes before proceeding so you don't have to do a wild goose chase. I'll
check back later. Don't forget to test the EGR valve and vacuum modulator, see my above
posts. Stumbled onto this because my truck is having the same problems. Same surging idle
issue. Haven't started really checking any thing this forum has said yet. Figured I would see if
the guy who started this got his issue resolved. I just installed a new 22re into my truck. Got it
all back together and have about miles on the brand new engine. I noticed the surging idle
about two weeks into driving it. Pretty much same issue as the other guy. Stumbled around and
realized the breaks are related to the problem. Let me know if you can help out. I haven't gotten
the issue resolved. I can't find a vacuum leak anywhere and even removed the idle screw to
check the rubber gasket to see if there was a leak. I also want my friend to be able to check the
rpm since I have no tach, and see if the other idle needs to be adjusted as opposed to just the
large screw on the top left near the throttle body. Try replacing your radiator temp sensor. If
bad, those will also cause idle issues. I'm looking for someone who actually has had a similar
situation.. No, not the thermostat. The radiator temp sensor or coolant temp sensor. Just google
Toyota pickup radiator temp sensor. A pic should pop up. I solved my problem I believe this
afternoon. I watched the youtube video. It says it is a 22r but in the video it is actually a 22re just
like ours. There was some noticable dirt in the threads which proved it was sucking in air. Put
reckon tape over the idle screw. About 4 taps and screwed it on 12 rotaions to where it was
before I took it off. Made a tight seal. Drove it about 20 miles today with no problems. Best of
luck man! I did the same thing about a month ago with no help. I hope. Hey guys A pdf
regarding the auxilliary air valve says that if the idle screw is turned in as far as it will go, the
engine should essentially stall. Mine doesn't. But, more importantly, I also did the test of
removing the air intake boot after engine is warmed and taping over the hole on the bottom;
replacing the boot, and recranking. In my case, the idle was too low to crank it, so I had to raise
it back to what would be normal, and then idle and put my foot on the brake to test. When I did
this, it didn't surge. I then had to put the idle screw all the way in again though, as the surging
was too much to deal with once the tape was removed and the idle was far too high. I guess I
now need to remove the throttle body and replace, or clean, the iacv. Unfortunately, I have no
experience with this and will probably have to wait for a buddy to assist. If I had a second
vehicle, I would go forward because it doesn't seem like it would be that difficult. I just don't
want to screw anything up. I've checked online, so I will have to go thru Toyota maybe? I've had
some junk in my radiator in previous years, so this valve could be just clogged, or carboned,
but a nice new one wouldn't be bad either Sure would've loved to have this over with, but I can't
afford to turn it over to a shop. Sounds like it is at least heading in the right direction John
answered 6 years ago. Willwoff I think I have the answer for you I have been working on my
Toyota pickup 22RE for weeks trying to figure this out. I had Toyota Tech look at it he couldn't
figure it out!!! I been having the same problems you been having with your Toyota pickup. This
weekend I took the throttle body off the engine and cleaned it thoroughly however, it wasn't that
dirty I was surprised how dirty the air inlet that hooks up to the throttle body I scraped that gunk
that was mostly right next to wear the throttle body hooks up replace the vacuum hoses four
that go to the throttle body and also the hose from the valve cover. I took that inlet off where the
thermostat was and it was clean and clear. Yeah I thought it was fixed. I drive it in the morning it
seemed ok when it heated up the idle was between to This was very weird the high idle was
irregular. I broke down and bought a brand new accelerator cable. I had my doubts this would
WORK. I spent 10 minutes of my time outside today and what you know I never thought it would
in a million years. I found a blog this guy wrote on the same problem I was having. Apparently
the plastic wears down after years of use. I moved it back and forth and it seemed to work fine
to me. But, when it HEATS up the cable gets stuck inside the inner sheathing of the plastic and
the car wont idle correctly!!! Good Luck Pete. Lsmith answered 6 years ago. I have a 22re
pickup and I just changed out motors for one with lower mileage. It surges really bad once it is
warm and idles high when cold. I have tried the mass airflow sensor, coolant temp sensor, and

checked the tps with an ohm meter. Any suggestions. I won't know until I actually remove it, but
I am almost sure I have a bad iacv. I have also bought a new iacv in case I need it. I then put the
chamber back and backed out my idle screw because it was all the way in , The vehicle now
doesn't surge and runs great. I even let it get cold and it started and ran fine. Where is the iacv?
The brake also doesn't change anything. It also sounds like it has a miss. Lsmith, the iacv is
located under the throttle body and has two coolant hoses attached. By cleaning the area, and
blocking that off with duct tape and then replacing the air chamber, you can test to see if this is
causing your surge. I am told they are supposed to close when the engine is warm, and
sometimes they don't which gives the same feeling as a vacuum leak. Make sure you do it when
the vehicle is warm since that is when your truck surges, and you may have to adjust the idle
screw after you block it off to get the idle correct for restart. If this stops the surge, you can then
replace the iacv. Just keep an idea of where your idle screw is at before you tape it off. Sooooo,
today I made a big discovery. Since I've been afraid to just pull off the tb, I keep making a step
each day more than the day before. Today, I had previously taped off the iacv hole inside the
throttle body, but was worried about it, and when I checked the tape was beginning to come off.
Not good. So, I decided to pull off the hose on the front bottom of the iacv, which is a coolant
hose. I did so because it has not been hot even when the engine is. The hose is so oddly
shaped with so many elbows that it can easily get plugged. Truth is, no coolant has been
getting into my iacv! After completely removing the hose and running a flexible but strong piece
of coated wire through it, I was able to get water moving freely through it again. Before
reinstalling, I unplugged the iacv port it was connected to, as well as the upper port it came
from. I then ran water under pressure through the top port the one behind the thermostat that
often gets plugged and the water flowed freely out the iacv! I've no tach, so I adjusted the idle
speed by ear, and it seems to running very good again. Hopefully it will continue. I also sprayed
and cleaned the tb as much as possible. It was dirtier than I thought it would be. If it continues
to work, I will still want to take the tb and iacv off and clean them really good. Wish me luck!
Willwoff, let me know if this fixed your issue. I have a 94 22re and have the same exact issue.
I've taped the hole in the TB like you, but don't want to leave the tape there. I will need to try to
clean or replace the iacv if this seems to work for you. Let me know something. I may have try
to work on it this weekend. I feel lucky I didn't have to pull off the throttle body. Lsmith
answered 5 years ago. I haven't posted In a while but I finally found the problem. The EGR was
being held open by vacuum. Pull off the vacuum line and idles fine. My hose was not clogged
and I also tried the teflon tape on the idle scren and that didn't help either. I will probably have
someone else look at it and try and replace the iacv next. Thanks for the help. Chris answered 5
years ago. I just fixed my problem with high idle, and surgeing. So my problem went away on
it's own, at least for the last 2 days. I too had idle screw all the way in to try and help the idle
surge issue, but Wednesday my truck decided to start idling correctly and then wanted to die on
me everytime I stopped at a light because the screw was in all the way. I backed the screw out
for now and it's idling nice. I haven't replaced or done anything to it, so I have no idea why it's
working well now. It has been surging off and own for the 2. Any ideas are welcome. Reelin68
answered 5 years ago. It will come down to the Idle Air Control Valve either being blocked or
bad. You can try this fix in this video. For some, this works. If this doesn't do the trick, you will
have to replace your IAC. Jackie answered 5 years ago. I just bought a 4 Runner with the sr5 v I
now know what exactly to check, and how.. Big thank you, sir!! As you can imagine, that can
add up, so I had no choice but to keep at it. Hope it does for you also! Trevin answered 5 years
ago. So i just fixed this problem15 minutes ago by taking a galvanized cable and running it thru
the inlet that points toward the valve cover On the IAC. I felt it puncture the goop inside. Now
she runs great. Tell me if it helped or whatever. I just want to know if its dumb luck or if it works
on other IAC. Newer IAC's operate differently than the old style you have. If you read through all
the above threads, your method was done by Willwoff when he replied to cbsherri. If you didn't
read the above posts, then yes, you found it by luck. Yes, that tube that plugs up has been
somewhat of a common problem. Some people have found that over time, radiator sludge has
plugged the tube causing the idle issue. Jeff answered 5 years ago. I have a 22re and I tryed
everything , then one day I tryed a simple thing ,, and ever since no more surging idol when
brake is applied ,, let me know how u made out. Andretoyotatank answered 4 years ago. I just
fixed my idle issue that has been going on for over a year. As with Trevin above, my clog point
was the small inlet on the IAC facing the valve cover. It's the opposite end of the hose running
from the thermostat that is featured in the youtube video above. The hose wasn't clogged, and
the thermostat side wasn't clogged, but I could feel something on the IAC side when I poked
with a small screwdriver, but I couldn't get it to poke through. I grabbed a deck screw and just
started twisting it in, and I ended up pulling out what looks like some white fiberglass- like
material and a few small pieces of gasket. All told, it was less than a dime sized amount of stuff I

pulled out after several attempts. Took the truck for a test drive, and it idles smooth for the first
time in 18 months or more. I had to back out the idle screw a little because I had tightened it all
the way down, but now it was idling too low. I don't have a tach, but I would guess it was around
rpm or something really low like that. I backed it out until I felt like it was around or , and left it
there. My truck is so quiet now! I can't believe this small amount of material was giving me such
fits for so long! I'll probably have to take off the IAC and give it a cleaning at some point, as it
may re-clog again in the future, but for now, she's running smooth! Good luck to everyone else
who is trying to figure out the source of their problem, it sounds like lots of things could
potentially cause the problem. Maxwell answered 3 years ago. In the case of my Toyota pickup
the "ghost revving" of the engine appeared at the same time I noticed that, although the vehicle
was achieving normal operating temp, the heating system was sometimes delivering warm air to
cab, sometimes not. I discovered my coolant level was down significantly. I filled the radiator
back up and the "ghost revving" problem immediately disappeared. Doug answered 3 years
ago. Michael answered 2 years ago. I had this issue before, bought a new IAC off of ebay for my
92, and took me an hour to put it on. After that no issues, put k miles on it in the last 3 years and
it still runs perfect. Martywagon93 answered about a year ago. This blog is incredible! I just
bought my 93 Toyota RE 22, I believe 73, original miles, one owner Texas solid as the day it was
born. It recently started having the surging idle issues and by taking 40 minutes to read all the
posts I have decent confidence in resolving the issue soon. Hey does anyone know what that
port by the thermostat that the IACV bypass hose connects to is called? I unscrewed mine to
check if it was full of crud and the threads on the bottom were all corroded and crumbled off.
Need to get a new one of those things but I can't find a diagram that tells me what the heck it's
called! Any help is appreciated. Also how do I get the threads that crumbled down in there out?
I have a 92 Toyota pickup cab and a half I'm having some problems with the starter I can turn
the key on and it will click on the inside relay and the outside relay but will not start and I can
tur After motor warms up its starts idling from high idle to low idle continuously. I own a Toyota
Pickup. The major problem is that it runs fine at start, but once it heats up it begins to idle
rough. It either idles around or above rpms which sounds like it is gonna blo I am not sure what
the issue is but the heater isnt working. The defrost blows out hot bu the cab heat wont. Usually
its the other way around. Air does come out of the cab heater but its cold. I have a different car.
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